Combination of using prodrug-modified cationic liposome nanocomplexes and a potentiating strategy via targeted co-delivery of gemcitabine and docetaxel for CD44-overexpressed triple negative breast cancer therapy.
In this study, novel prodrug-modified cationic liposome nanocomplexes (Combo NCs) were reported for gemcitabine (GEM) and docetaxel (DTX) co-delivery. This nanoplatform exhibited multiple favorable characteristics, such as a 'green' fabrication with a one-step chemical reaction, appropriate size (∼200nm) and distribution (PDI<0.2), low zeta potential (-31.1mv), high drug-loading efficiency (9.3% GEM plus 3.1% DTX, wt%) and pH and enzymatic dual-stimulus-responsive release properties. Immunofluorescence and cellular uptake studies showed that Combo NCs efficiently targeted overexpressed CD44 in MDA-MB-231 carcinoma. In vitro studies revealed that Combo NCs played a critical role in the synergistic induction of cytotoxicity, apoptosis and inhibition of wound healing. Combo NCs were confirmed to exhibit great potency for increasing S phase arrest and remodeling the CDA and dCK balance by decreasing the mRNA expression of CDA down to 0.09-fold and increasing the mRNA expression of dCK by 1.36-fold, remarkably increasing the dCK/CDA ratio to 15.3-fold compared with the blank control. The biodistribution results obtained in vivo revealed an effective accumulation in tumor foci. All of these advantages of Combo NCs contributed to their remarkable anti-tumor efficacy without systemic toxicity as well as their apoptosis-enhancing and anti-proliferative capacities, as determined by TUNEL and Ki67 immunohistochemistry in vivo. Consequently, such a rationally contemplated co-delivery system demonstrated the promising potential of clinical applications for triple-negative breast cancer therapy. The Combo NCs were innovatively applied for co-delivery of hydrophilic GEM and hydrophobic DTX. The ester bond linking and shielding effect of HA-GEM made the carriers achieve synchronous release properties, which was determined in in vitro release study. Due to the HA modification, the vectors own great potency for positive targeting to CD44 overexpressed triple-negative breast cancer cells MDA-MB-231. Cytotoxicity and apoptosis studies confirmed the targeting effect and synergism between two drugs. Interestingly, we found in cell cycle study, drug combinations (free combination or Combo NCs) didn't show a rise in G2M phase, which was significantly higher when treated DTX alone. We further discovered the role of DTX in combinations may involve in modulating GEM associated enzymes thus enhancing the efficacy of GEM. Consequently, this nanoplatform provided a novel solution for achieving targeted co-delivery and potentiating effect in cancer therapy.